Environmental discontinuity hypothesis: Buffer dysfunctions as a source of human disease.
Adaptive physiologic buffers enable organisms to respond to environmental variation with appropriate plasticity. Modern humans have substantially remodeled their environment such that many interactions with the environment have become relatively discontinuous functions compared to the past. Examples include sunlight, temperature, and altitude. We propose that environmental discontinuity represents a Darwinian maladaptation and may promote disease by inducing buffer dysfunctions. Skin pigmentation is an adaptive, dynamic buffer that normalizes sunlight exposure to balance the potential harm of damaging rays with the importance of sunlight in driving systemic biologic functions such as melatonin and vitamin D. Due to lifestyle characteristics such as indoor-outdoor living, well-intended sun-avoidance campaigns, and inhomogeneous use of apparel and sunblock techniques, modern humans increasingly experience sunlight variation as a discontinuous function. The resulting skin pigmentation buffer dysfunction may promote diseases associated with over- or under-exposure to sunlight, the most striking example being melanoma. In addition to promoting discontinuity of sunlight exposure, sun-avoidance campaigns may undermine sun-dependent biologic pathways such as melatonin and vitamin D that appear to protect against cancer. These issues may partly explain the rise in melanoma rates despite the implementation of sun-avoidance campaigns. Also discussed is the potential role that discontinuous temperature variation associated with modern lifestyles plays in diseases such as viral infection, heart failure, and acute coronary syndromes. Acute discontinuous changes in pressure and oxygen levels related to air travel may contribute to autonomic dysfunction, venous thromboembolism, and viral infections. Therapeutic implications are discussed.